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Dear Mr. Rogers:

One of the young men led the way, and Jayaprakash followed. We
stepped along the narrow bund-top path that led this way and that around
the now brown stubbled rice fields. We passed through a mud-hut village,
and the people turned silently toward him with with their sober eyes and
folded hands.

We went on. The sun felt good. I looked around at the bron fields,and the grove of dark bulging trees in the distance, and the blue mount-
ains that ringed around us lowly I said, "’This land is very beautiful,isn’ t it?’’"

’"Yes,"’ he said sadly. "’If they only had more to eato "

Jayaprakash Narayan, the limousine-class politician, the one-time
"heir to Nehru, was waling fie miles through the ihar countryside te

" having left the hurly-burlytalk to an lsolated lllage. India’s "’J P
of ’"power and party’’ politics, has deoted his life to Sarodya, the
Gandhi-inspired movement of "compassion for all" (WDF-2)

In his new ’"larger’ politics, J.P. campaigns for an egalitarian
society based on voluntary sharing. He would begin with the village,where the ast mass of people llve, and persuade them to share their land

and cooperate in farming it; to learn and werk
to provide themselves the necessities of life;
and to govern themselves, each one subordinating
his selfish interests to the well-being of the
others.

Thus, peacefully and permanently, J.P.
believes, would disappear the present competi-
tion and exploitation, the idleness and poverty
of the lllage, the hand-me-down democracy which
gives the village no real self-rule. And thus
also would coe, broadly, by extension, the
"freedom, equality and brotherhood,, so compell-
ing a need, so ..elusive an at talnment

Jayaprakash Narayan

A former communist (small "c:"), Congress-
man and Pra,la Socialist, J.P. brings to the Sar-
vodaya movement the most thorough threugh-the-
mill political experience owned by any Indian.
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He brings also a radical, searching, honest mind and the ability to
express it clearly. And his brings a personal attractiveness born of
his intelligence, integrity and deotion.

I first met .P. in Calcutta in the palatial home of a business-
man where he was staying on visit. When he entered the room, I was
astounded I had seen photographs and cartoons of his broad face and
solid jaw, and I had just read his pre-Independence book, wS
_trugg!e, which surges with defiance and insurrection. But here came
a graceful man, tall and slender, with a strong, benign face and a
soft voice asking me to please be seated.

Knowing there was only a half-hour, I asked crowding questions.
Though I was getting answers, I was not gettlng .P., and I knew at the
end that what I should hae done was simply sit there and become ac-
quainted. He must hae felt uneasy too, because he said, "ell, it would
be better if you could come to the ashram, when we could have more time
together. ’’ I was delighted, and made plans.

At the railway sta.tion in Gaya, I was piled into a battered, bald-
tired jeep, a hor___s d’election cobat gift to the ashram by the PraJa
Socialist Party. We headed north On the tarred road, past neat flat
fields bunded high with dark clay earth. Forty miles straight, then
off to a lesser road, then off to a dirt road. We rolled the dust be-
hind us across the plain. Seventy miles in all, into a semi-clrcle of
hills, until we came to Sokhodeora illage, with naked children playing
in the lanes and women washing clothes by the well. Beyond, llke a new
illage, lay the ashram.

I am always slightly disappointed when an ashram turns out not to
consist of one swami sitting under a banyan tree, and so at first I
thought Sokhodeora was a trifle busy: delegates to a cottage.industrles
conference and ashram students strolled about, some young men were dig-
ging the excavation for a new building, and the gardeners, carpenters and
potters were as active as you can be at noon on a hot day.

There are 70 people liing now in the 60-acre ashram. A few had
started out four years ago in two grass huts in that scrub-jungle part
of Kawakal police district That was just after J.P. had joined Vinoba
Bhave’s bhoodan ("land-sharing") movement and in a few weeks persuaded
Bihar villagers to share 7000 acres with their landless neighbors. The
ashramites cleared the land, sunk wells, planted seed, set up cottage
industries to sustain themselves and sere as a model for nearby villages.
There hae been sizeable gifts of money--- 25,000 or s40,OOO from big
industrial companies and a Gandhian welfare organization, the largest
hae been---and total contributions amount to about s250,O00, or $50,000.

Some of the ashramites have come to Sarvodaya along with 3.P. from
the Praja Socialist Party, that is, taking the political route. A larger
proportion are old-school Gandhians who have found a new school, quasi-
religious, in Sarodaya as preached by the more orthodox Gandhian disciple,
Vinoba. They have met on the common ground of human concern, and they
work and worship together, Sokhode0ra is a matter-of-fact, down-to-earth
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ashram, with none of the holier-than-anybody attitude, er the atmosphere
ef Silence -the-mastez-is-medi tat ing.

The chief preduct of the ashram is the young men who are trained in
Sarvedaya ideas and illage-construction techniques and go eut to the vil-
lages of the district as "workers." Their work is to instil an attitude
ef cooperation and cenduct a program ef village-lmprovement. Se far, the
30 er so werkers from Sekhodeora hae helped found 27 cooperati societies,
19 night scheols fer adul literacy, and two kindergartens. They have
organized villagers to dig 66 wells and construct fie irrigation tanks.
They have assisted in the resettlement ef 1500 bhoodan acres, and hae
served as agents for Government illage-aid programs that include distri-
bution of improved grain seeds, oil-crushers and four-spindle spinning-
wheels, and the subsidization of illage weaing.

During the week I spent at the ashram, I talked at length with J.P.
and his friends, students and teachers, and other visitors. I slept on a
backbone-stralghtening wood-.plank bed, and squatted cross-legged on the
floor to eat rice from a thatched-leaf plate. I took my bath in public at
the well (you wear a pair of shorts), and did my laundry in a bucket (and
once had a dripping wet clean dho_t, hung on the roof of a hut to dry,
blow down in the breeze).

In the early morni I took tea with J.P. at his mud-walled cottage.
We would move the c_h_a, the strlnged bed, off the porch to catch the
warming sun. He talked while I listened and peeled oranges and took what
now appear to be orange-flavored notes.

He talked in his soft, low voice, of many things: of his boyhood in
ihar ("We were then in collapse, only dreaming of national freeom. Then
Gandhi ji began showing us the way..."’), of his eight yers as a student in
the United States ("...the warmth and friendliness of the people. But in
a way the ’20’s were a bad decade ior America...’), and of the Congress
("Mr. Nehru should leae the Cogress. His popularity deceives Congress
about the party’s popularity. He is really a national leader..."). He
talked of caste in Bihar and of the Indian labor movement (he was once
General Secretary of the All-lndia Railwaymen’s Federation), of Stalin,
and of Professor Sorokin.

We talked at length about his long journey through communism and demo-
cratic socialism to what he hesitatingly calls "Gandhism." "I know, ’’ he
said, "Gandhiji denied there could ever be such a thing. But I mean, basic-
lY, revolution through non-violent, mass action." "Now you are here,
I said, "but your trial-and-error method has taken too long. You could hae
saed a lot of trouble if you’d simply ,been religious, llke Gandhi ji and
Vinobaji. ’’ He smiled. "Yes, but I don t think it’s been harmful to have
come the long way I did. I may hae come along ’negatively,’ but the ideal-
ism is there, or else the quest would not be there."

On three days we visited villages where J.P. spoke to the people about
the message and methods of Sarvodaya. I saw him also in the ashram at
evening prayers (with his eyes closed and face solemn straight through) and
in conversation with villagers who had come with problems or simply for
his d_arsan, his viewing them (he seemed a little embarrassed). Once I
interrupted him in his yogic asanas, exercises.

The man I became acquainted with in this way is like this:
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He is a humanist: he believes man is the concern of man. A moralist:
man is capable and responsible. A pessimist: man is now iolating his
capabilities and responsibilities. And an optlmst: man can become recon-
ciled one with another if he will solve the problem of method.

He is a dissatisfied man, unhappy because of the unhappiness of so
many. He is a courageous man, acting on the important thing he sees and
believes in. He is strong and gentle, informed a.nd reasonable, patient
but persistent. He is a man with a motif: it coms from his shy eyes and
soft olce, and from his pen when he writes: it is a passion for persomal
freedom for all, and freedom urgently now, for the first, tlme, for the
poor in things and the poor in spirit.:

We were walking, that afternoon, to Kadhar village. We were still a
half-mile off when the welcome party came toward us, three great drums
beating thunder, and garlands of marigolds to put around J.P.’s neck.
They shouted all the way: "Sant Vinoba ki jai’. Gramdan ki jai.’ ayapra-
kash amar ho:" Victory to Vinoba...to illage-sharing’. Long lie aya-
rakash’.

In a wide place in front of a whitewashed house there was plank bench
and, wonder of wonders, a battery loudspeaker. The children sat close,
the men sat in a semi-circle on the ground, and a few women stood at a
distance, huddled together and peering out from the ho0d-like fold of their
sar i__._s.

The head of the village council nervously recited an honorific greet-
ing and then asked the honored guest in straightforward terms to get some-
one in the Government to grant them a small irrigation canal.

Then J.P. But the loudspeaker squealed. He smiled and said to him-
self, "’No, my song is a solo." The micro-phone was fixed, and he began,
slowly and softly.

’"Brothers and sisters, I was in your village two or three years ago
on the bhoodan walking pilgrimage..." And he talked of Vinoba and the
bhoodan movement and the new beginning that came for many landless through
the redistribution of land.

’"But redistribution of land, or of any wealth, cannot obiiterate
poverty, nor make any difference to the villages. Even if we had lO0
c_rore_s [one b illion of rupees and distributed them equally among all the
people oT India, each man would have only three rupees, and that would
disappear so quickly. Then, to eradicate poverty we must create more
wealth."

What a dream it was, he said, to think of being wealthy, when "we
are not getting een the necessities of life: a house, food, cloth, health

;" he said "with walls that will not crumble Withand education. "A house,
the rains, enough rice for two meals in a day, cloth enough to cover our-
sel es..."

"Ha, there is another ’necessity’ we add to the five: expenses for
marriage." And he digressed to discourage the debt-laying custom of dowry-
paying and lavish feasting that set back many a family for years.
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Now J.P. hunched closer to the microphone and began to speak more
ntently. "When we want to eradicate poverty, where must we make our
beginning? We must all begin together. If you take the religious point
of view, eeryone is the son of God---Brahmins, Rajputs the ?’warrior"

caste Indians, Americans. The souls of all men are the same. Then
what os religion demand of us? Making food offerings, feasting the Brah-
mins? Or is it to make sure that every house is happy?

’f we take the practical point of view, we must hae concern for each
other. Suppose cholera comes to the village. No one can say he will avoid
it. The only protection is not to permit the disease to come to the +/-l-
lage. Poverty is like an epidemic. There is no guarantee against it for
one person. Een as the well may become ill, een the rich may become
poor, and there will be no help for them.

"If anyone says he accumulates wealth through his own intelligence
and work, he is mistaken. We oe so much to our fathers, that is true,
but we also owe so much to each other. We are always helping each other,
and being helped by one another.’ He spoke at length about the spirit f
cooperation and mutual help, in buying seeds, lending bullocks, repairing
bunds, marketing produce, and building a illage anti-famine reserve by
jointly settiE aside a small portion of each harvest. He urged the vl-
lagers to "leave politics and larties" out of village affairs, an to
settle their disputes without running to the police station an courts.

" he said "that everyone thinks he has so-much land and"The trouble is, ,
so-much produce. This is wrong. We came to life with empty hands, and
we will go with empty hands. The earth was created by God and no one else.
No one owns it. We must all use it."

" he said "which you can expandBut Land is not made of rubber, ,
There is only so much. Therefore you must do work of another kind; this
is village industries. In one year villagers hae three months in which
they are completely without work, and the other nine are not fully busy.
That sare time could be used for spinning yarn. How much does each family
spend in a year for cloth?"

There was a lot of buzzing and some wild estimates, but the expendi-
ture is probably lO or 15% 0 the family income. ’"If you produce your
own cloth, ’’ J.P. continued, recovering them from distraction, "you can
save so much money that you can spend for other things, a cycle, for ex-
ample, and other things which you cannot make, which must come from the
eutslde.

"Hcw expensive it is to depend on the town and the city for every-
thing’. And to borrow money from the merchants at such high nterest’.
They oppress the people. Why? Because you are not united. Each of you
is like a stick. If all the sticks are tied together, then they will be
very difficult to break. The merchants should lend money at Cheaper
rates. You must make them understand that they are wrong."

J.P. referred again to marriage and village cooperation. "A man has
two daughters to marry. Censlder them as daughters of the whole lllage
and together share the wedding expenses. How can one man carry a burden
of twsnty large sticks? If each one of you will carry one stick, there
will be no burden for anyone, yet the sticks will be carried.

You have welcomed meo I take it that you have welcomed the ideas of



Sarodaya. What ae they? That when the welfare of all is served, your
own individual welfare is served. That there should be sharing of land,
self-sufflcl.ency, and village self-rule. We are not begging you, or asking
for your ote, e only come for service. We want you to understand.

There was one other matter, he said. About the irrigation canal: ’"I
am no longer in that kind of politics. All I can do is see to it that your
request goes to the right place."

The meeting was over. J.P. chatted with some villagers. Then inside
the house there was tea and fruit. .We said goodbye to those who accompanied
us to thedge of the illage, and then made the long walk home in the grow-
ing darkness.

When E.P. speaks, hether to these illagers, or a circle of intellect-
uals in New Delhi, or the Bombay cty council, he speaks for himself, but
also on behalf of the loose body of some lO,O00 Sarvodaya workers through-
out India. While Vinoba is the acknowledged leader and symbol of Sarvo-
daya---and indeed Gandhi’s foremost _acha_rya, or preceptor---E.P, is Number
Two, not only becauSe of the prestlge--he so dramatically brought to the
movement, but also because of the leading role he plays in energizing its
program and propagatln its ideas.

Vinoba, coming from a deeut Hindu background, speaks largely in reli-
gious terms. E.P., trained in hard-headed politics, appeals primarily to
common community sense. Ever since Gandhi coined the word, "’Sarodaya" has
meant many things to many people, including some preent-day Sarvodaylst
who have fairly hysterical and uncharitable ideas. Personally I find Sarvo-
daya most understandable as it is presented by J.Pt

To begin with, man longs for freedom, cooperation and peace. But be-
cause of his desire for power and material goods, he has fallen into greed,
selfishness and inequality. Historically, efforts to redress the imbalance
hae produced only temporary solutions at best and eventual new inequalities,
for the means of redress hae not be consistent with the means. Ef the
goals are freedom, cooperation and peace, the means must be free, coopera-
t ie and peaceful.

This is not a new idea and yet the world cannot seem to accept it. But
now there is a ne chance, for n India Gandhi and his disciple Vinoba hae
experimented with the method of reaching the goals, and have shown that the
hopeful direction lies n persuasion, love and example.

There are other dl.rectlons that man is taking these days. In the first
nstance E.P. rejects communism, which he once embraced, as the foe of
freedom, cooperation and peace. He condemns communism, with greater force
and authority than any other Indian, as amoral, materialistic, expedient
an.d predatory. Pol+/-tically, he says, it is false, "’calling dictatorship

state capitalism ’soclalism,’democracy, and natlonal expansionism ’world
reolution.’" The economic gains of communist rule, benefittir the state,
are not worth the price of individual liberty.

E.P. also rejects parliamentary democracy. Practically, he says, the
fundatlons ef democracy in. India are so weak, the gaps in social le’el so
ast, the isolation and gnerance of the people so great, that,parliamentary
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government is far removed from popular understanding or participation.
Theoretically, he rejects a political system that "consists of ote-seeklng
and ote-casting and imposition of the majority will on the mnority. ’
Economically, he sees the present Government erecting a costly modern facade,
while the mass of people is left in their usual poverty.

The solution, or, J.P. would say, "’the approach, ,’ lies in a system
which demands active political participation of the populace, provides the
fulfillment of their basic material needs, and induces harmonious human
relationships.

?his is e Sarvodaya, the great change to be brought about .not by
violence or een by legislation, but ’"change of heart on a mass scale.
It does not originate, this _lasting reelution, in some insurgents’ camp
or in a Politiburo or in a Parliament or Planning Commission, but where
people lie with each other, the villages. Its ends-and-means are the
threefold goal-and-method which J.P. mentioned to those villagers:

Gram dan, or sharing of illage land.

Gra_._m swaraj, illage self-rule.

The plan is this: Villagers gie up ownership of their land and ’pool
it in the name of the village. They then apportion the land according to
family need, including every cultivator, een the heretofore landless labor-
ers. The land is then farmed individually but with mutual help. By Im-
proved farming and by supplementary cottage industries worked by lllage
artisans and farmers with spare time, the illage provides itself with its
basic needs. Self-rule will come with the villagers planning and managing
their own affairs by conference and consensus. Each illage will have
full political, judicial and revenue-collectlng powers, but could cooperate
with others in eer-wldening clrcles---not higher leels"---for common
benefit.

The institutions of this Sarodaya society are designed to facilitate
cooperation and good-will. They are also designed to abolish what J.Po
calls ’"dehumanizing" institutions which have sprung up during India’s
history, or are newly imported from the West in the name of modernization.

For example, J.P. sees India as having become ensnared in ",the econom-
ics of production and marketing, when we should be facing up to our real
economics, those of employment and distribution.

"With India’s population increasing at a rate of three per cent a year,
with mass underemployment already in agriculture, which can absorb only a
limited number of orkers in future years, and with the Government emphaslz-
Ing capltal-intensie, ’modern’ industrialization, which can bring great
increases in production by only small additions to the working force, India
wll hae new millions unemployed, and thus without income to buy what is
aailable in the marketplace.

’"What we need is large-scale development of small-scale, production,’,
he continued ’"We are a capital-poor, labor-rich economy. It is both
sound economics and simple humanity to develop the kind of economy which is
demanded by the facts.

"Somehow we hae become convinced that science and centralized, large-
scale production in cities go necessarily toge.ther. Not’hing could be more
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absurd. The application of science does not depend on science itself but
on the character and needs of society. What is a ’modern’ machine? Xs it
a gigantic spinning machine that crowds men into cities, that enslaves him,
that throws vast numbers of men out of work? Or is it a simple charka
e(plnning wheel) that gies man work and dignity and ceates an amsphere

self-reliance and cooperation? What does ’progress consist of?"

While no longer Marxistly insistent about the ",withering away of the
State,’" loP. would like to see it reduced to.the absolute minimum. He ab-
hors the centralization of powers of totalitarian states ("The Soviet State,
far from withering away, has become an all-powerful monster.), and he sees
an ’"authoritarian trend’" in the planning and administration of India’s wel-
fare state.

For the mass of the Indian people, accordi.ng to J.Po, political parti-
cipation consists of ’"voting in the general elections every five years. At
that, the strongest party in the 1957 elections was caste, which is a com-
plete negation of democracy... ’

"’Our democracy today," he recently told a New Delhi audience, is run
by the narrow stratum of middle class, of which you are a cross-section.
We have given our people a syste.m of government they do not understand at
all. The shell of democracy is there, but the foundations of democracy are
not...If you build democracy---if you build anything---it’s wise to build
from %he bottom, and we are a nation of illages. Th can be the founda-
tions of democracy if we will permit them to govern themselves, and not
pull away the right of governing to higher levels where democracy becomes
the plaything of a few of us.’"

The Sarvodaya structure, therefore, is designed to eliminate, with
consen all around, errors’" in the present society If there is no big
landlord, there will be no exploitation of landless laborers. If there is
no powerful political office, there will be no abuse of power.

But the Instlt.utions can only facilitate, not guarantee, the new order.
’"Een if the village has the right of self-rule," J.P. knows, ’"there can be
division and conflict. Either the dominant caste or the leading family or
some dishonest fellows will capture power for themselves.

"hat is needed is a.revolution in attitude, some kind of humanitarian
idealist approach in every village, some realization that after all we have
gone through, clearly the self-interest of every one is bou;d up in the
a.Ind of interest in all others."

So what must fill the institutional form is the spirit of cooperation,
self-dlscipline and responsibility to community. To encourage this spirit
there is need for a ’"vast band of selfless workers" who will live in the
villages, animating the people with the Sarvodaya principles and guiding
them in the illage-reconstruction program.

There are some I0,000 Sarvodaya workers now---Just a few, in giant
Indla---scattered Individuals, societies and ashrams who are united loose-
ly in a huge u__nor.ganization. They are, in J.P.’s phrase, not all loin
cloth and khadl homespun)," but most of them are former participants n
Gandhi’s old lllage-orlented Constructlve Program.
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They live and work in the rural areas mostly, and especially in the
places Vinoba has isited in his no seen-year walk through the Indian
countryside. They do the kind of preaching-and-program work that the mls-
slonles sent out from the Sokhodeora ashram do. Their area of greatest
effort and accomplishment is in Koraput district in Orlssa State, where in
1954 aboriginal tribesmen responded to Vinoba’s land-sharing appeal by
giving 260,000 acres of land, including 1400 entire villages.

In Koraput workers hae led the villagers into cooperative crop plan-
ning, joint farming and management of small village plots, and the setting
up of cooperative credit, marketing an.d provisions societies. The State
legislature passed a law recognizing the gramdan illage community" as a
legal entity, for tax-collection and grant-in-aid purposes. And the Govern-
ment of India has allocated 9,415,000 (nearly $?. million) for inter-
village projects such as contour-bunding, well-digging, irrigatlon-channel
construction and a village leaders training program.

Goernment, through its Community Development program, has provided
Ssrvodaya with moral support and physical assistance, though it has re-
frained from outright advocacy, ostensibly so that Sarvodaya may retain
its voluntary nature. t supports the movement because it furthers village
development and because bhoodan and gramdan make a frontal attack on the
problem of m.aldistribution of land, however weak, from the Government’s
point of iew, the attack may be.

The political parties too have given their good wishes to Sarvodaya.
The Congress praises it probably out of a guilty consci.ence for the most
part. The party lauds inoba as the Gandhian heir outside of Government,
but they do not include J.P., their former Praja Socialist foe and een
now an occasional critic. The Communist Party supports Vinoba from the
front when the occasioni demands, but has recently cut him down froi be-
hind (rea,tionary, fantastic") in a minor theoretical piece in a party
journal. The Praja Socialists are sorry to hae lost their leader.

Sarodaya workers are generally clearly distinguishable from both
" who frequently have aCommunity Development "’illage level workers,

routine, lowest-bureaucrat attitude about them, and political party ork-
ors, who generally com either to line up otes or organize an agitation.

It is young, well educated and mature workers who are the greatest
need of the Sarodaya movement. That kind comes in limited nmbers.

At Sokhodeora ashram I became acquainted with one fine, pleasant
young man, Tripurari Sharan, who had formerly been a student organizer
for the Praja Socialist Party in Gaya District. We had a talk one morn-
ing about why he joined the Srodaya movement. He spokein English, halt-
ingly, but the reason came through clearly:

he began. I do not believe in God IIt is nothing religious, .
believe in Gandhiji’s ’Truth is God’...I can see the needs of the people
in Gaya. I take up the interest of the people...

"I am not here forever. I have to quench my thirst, some desire,
some unseen erosions. So there is some worldly interest, and some, Y.oU-
may-say godly interest At last I will join them together"

Tripurari also told me what, for him, Sarodaya was all about, what
it was trying to do. He thought hard, sipping slowly at the tea, and spoke
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fitfully, but when it came out it was abundantly clear:

"hat I want for everybody is
ot rice alone,
Not rice without freedom,
Not freedom without rice,
But rice with freedom."

That’s what life in India today---and maybe the world---is about.
There is an Indian principle which, ideally, seres as a goal and a

guide for action in life. It is a fundamental concept of Hinduism and it
lies, I suspect, at the very foundation of Sarodaya. It is ahims,

" but also translated "reverence for llfe, orliterally ’"non-violence, ,,
"’love,:" in the sense of near-identification with the interests of others.

:"Violence" has a deeper, or perhaps touchier, connotation in India,
something more than "fisticuffs"’ or "r."’ It is rather, as J.P. puts it,
as an India"...the deep-seated all-pervasive iolence that inheres in
the social order. All the millions of acts of violence that we commit
daily in the course of our normal lies..."

He adds: "’We find it in exploitation of man by man, of race by race,
of nation by nation. There are feudalism, capitalism, colonialism, im
perialism, totalitarianism. There are caste and color, rich and poor,
learned and illiterate. All these are forms, expressions of violence. As
long as they remain there will be violence in the world and there will be
wars."’ The roots of iolence are found "’in the human heart, in selfish-
ness and fear.

Non-violence, the opposite and antidote, is also there in the human
heart, in selfles___sness and courage. Non-iolence is expressed in non-
possession, renunciation, non-argumentativeness, indecision, non-combat-
iveness, in a range of customs and habits from reverence for the cow to
egetarianlsmo

Ahimsa, or non-violence is stated negatively in the Golden Rule as
taught by Lord Buddha: "’Do nothing to others which if done to you would
cause you pain.:"

When J.P. states the Rule positively (in effect): "If I want for my-
self a full meal, a full meal cannot be bad for you...What is good for
one is good for all," he is saying exactly what Bhimsa, in the classic
epic Mhabharata, is saying when he advises: "What one loves for oneself
he must 10e-f09 others also."

" theWhen Sarvodaya talks of "trusteeship, oluntary recognition of
" it is in tune with the Isaasa Upanishad,non-ownershlp of property,

which begins: "The world is owned by the Divine Being, We Can--us he
world, but never forgetting that we hold whateer he have in trust for
others."

When Sarvodaya envisions "illage decision by consensus," it echoes
the ancient R_K Ved_._a, which sings: "Assemble and discuss. Let your minds
f one accord Our prayer is common, the assembly is common, &nd the

nds and hearts are united. In consensus.i united be the thought of all
that may happily agree."
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There are other elements of thought---some borrowed and confused---
in Sarvodaya. There are the impressions of Islamic equality and Christ-
ian brotherhood, a propensity for Marxian economics, and romantic notions
of a Golden-Age Village India.

In J.P. himself, I sense the disillusioned Marxist and the frustra-
ted politician, as well as the clear-eyed realist and fervent idealist.
For all his apparent tranquillity, he seems uneasy: haing been in-opposi-
tion in the field of politics for so long, he seems to be a little ill-
at-ease being in-favor in the quieter atmosphere of the ashram. The rest-
lessness that has stirred him in the past may appear again, and it is
possible that he may, in the event of political crisis in India (say, a
fragmentation of the Congress, after Nehru, and an upsurge o the Com-
munist Party), re-enter ’"power and party’" politics, as a leader of the
middle

When he was working his way through a year at the University of Cali-
fornia, E.P. had a job in a fruit orchard, inspecting the baskets of fruit
and tossing out the bad ones. He tends, in looking at India today, to toss
the good out with the bad.

It is still too early, for example, to see the ",failure"’ of parlia-
mentary democracy in India, after ten scant years. Ignorance, confusion
and inefficiency abound, and there is a lack of familiarity with the tech-
niques of political self-management and economic development. But there
is good faith and remarkable progress.

Moreover, inequality in society is not invariably the product of in-
justice. Power is not synonymous with oppression. Possession does not
always mean stealing. Competition is not necessarily conflict.

And yet these "’corrective objections of mine, howeer valid theoretical-
ly, become shaky when tested by the practical conditions of the lies of so
many in India. If E.P. seems hypersensitive to "inequality, power, posess-
ion and competition, ’" he cannot be accused of sentimentality. Too many
millions of people are impoverished, exploited, crushed in India, too many
people who from the day of their birth are bound tightly to a llfe stifled
by poverty and isolation, with little substance and less scope, with too
much illness and not enough food, with death close by and life so far aay.
Indian society is so fixedly out of joint that those thus bound tightly can
only be freed if someone lends a freeing hand.

In feeling such an intense sympathy; in seeking a solution internally,
that is,"surpassing’" foreign-made goals and foreign-tried methods; and in
making a profound personal renunciation in the name of systematic salvation,
J.P. appears to be more Indian than any other of India’s front-rank leaders.
For all his acquaintance with the West (and his eight years’ residence in
the United States), there isan Indian mode about his life, a return-to-India,
dele-into-lndian soil, commingle-with-Indian-people motivation which, at
the minimum, reduces distraction, and, in full, deepens his devotion.

The problem about such a man is, How to make him as eff’ectie as pos-
sible. :"Practically speaking, ’’’ I asked him, "’wouldn’t you be more useful
.if you participated in active politics, using your ability to correct the
’mistakes’ you see, or, een specifically, to rally middle-ground political
forces as an effective opposition to the present Goernment or as an alterna-
tive to it?" His answer: "No. I’m convinced we have to work in this other
method, beginning oer, beginning from the bottom."
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Personally I think that J.9. is in the right place at the wrong time.
Sarodaya is right historically, but there is an urgency about history being
made now in India. He is needed now in the middle no-man’s-land of Indian
politics, the chaotic gap between the Congress and the Communists, at the
beginning of a time when the Communists have a good chance of gaining ground.
Now, J.P.’s criticism of the present polity and politics of India disheartens
good young men, even while his call to Sarvodaya fails to attract them. And
Sarodaya needs a cadre. But there seem to be only two paths to it: one the
ligious way, after Vinoba, which few young people these secular days feel

compelled to take; the second the political way, after J.P., which at present
required the nearly full course of political experimentation that J.P. has
gone through himself. These two narrow gates permit only a few to enter.

The Sarvodayists I have met are nice people, even the crackpots. They
are sircere, devoted and nodest. They have refrained from carping criticism
and dogmatic conceit. There is about them, however, a pervasive amateurism,
a lack of clear comprehension about the whole Sarvodaya, and a lack of techni-
cal competence for worki.ng the village-reconstruction program. At the minimum
they have performed great service to those on the lowest social rung in many
communities. They sere as a selfless conscience to the Government and those
who pass in India as the "’fortunate. ’ What their maximum achievement will be
remains to be seen. "’Our goal," says J.P., "’is far off."

Sarvodaya is no mass movement, no "’wav e of the future. ’, By those whom
it needs to make it work, the young men, it is ignored or criticized as "fan-
tastic, utopian, emotional, reactionary, visionary. ’’ Much of the criticism
takes the spirit of the wry question, "In your Village India, who will run the
railways?"

I am sympathetic to Srvodaya. For the moment at least, my own wel___t-
an_sQhauuBg, fitted into one paragraph, goes something like this:

The world is a nice place, but we have problems. The two main problems
are violence and poverty. We have produced violence, and it wears us down;
whateer the origin of poverty, we are now capable of eradicating---or rather
li_fti__.ng---it up. But violence is not a "political’’ problem, nor poverty an
’"economic’’ problem. Both are moral problems. Anxious as we are to solve
these problems (and we are not anxious enough), we are ineffective because
of our moral near-sightedness. We see solution to these problems in super-
ficial terms We are apt, in the case of more bank robberies, to put on
more policemen, in the case of hungry people, to give them a free meal.
Granted the need for policemen and free meals in this world, there is room
for trying, on a personal and a collective scale, to prevent bank robbers,
to prevent hungry m._e_n.

J.P., with the Sarodaya peo21e, is asking fundamental questions, and
searching out fundamental problems, and trying a fundamental solution.
He has written, "I am not for a moment suggesting that I have arrived at
a flawless Solution of social problems or that Sarvodaya is the last word
in social philosophy.

"Man is ever progressing towards the truth, for he is by nature an
enquiring being. He will never be able to reach the ultimate truth, but
by gradually eliminating untruth he will be able Slowly to approach the
t ruth...’,

For J.P., the truth is freedom. The freedom is far off.

(Rec’ d New York 4/30/58.


